PLASCON HIGH GLOSS THINNER

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION & USES

Plascon High Gloss Thinner is a Nitrocellulose Thinner with good cutting power that gives good flow properties to any cellulose based product. It is recommended for use in cellulose top coats to give as the name suggests a high gloss finish. Plascon High Gloss Thinner can also be used in Nitrocellulose Wood Lacquers where a gloss finish is required. It evaporates very fast from the applied paint film.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

FORM: Liquid

ODOUR: Characteristic mixture of ketones, aromatics and esters

SPECIFIC GRAVITY: 0.79

FLASH POINT: 21°C EEC ISO 3679

COLOUR: Clear

PACK SIZE: 1,5 & 20 Litres

Toxic/Harmful Harmful/Irritant Highly/Extremely Flammable Dangerous for the Environment